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Highlights

Chapter 12 — Litigation Privilege — In General — Domi-
nant Purpose Need Not be Litigation Contemplated by the
Party Seeking Production — In R. v. Griffin, a criminally charged
accused sought an order prohibiting the Crown from utilizing medical
records that his former counsel had provided to the Crown. The ac-
cused had been interviewed by police while he was in hospital recover-
ing from an emergency surgery. The Crown intended to rely on the
statement as part of its case against the accused. In preparation for
the voir dire on the statement, the accused’s prior counsel obtained
the accused’s medical records to assess the impact of his medical
intervention on his “operating mind.” The accused provided his
consent for the hospital to provide the records to his former counsel.
When the Crown reviewed one set of records she was provided by
counsel, she expressed concern to prior counsel that potentially in-
criminating materials may be contained in the records (notes made
by a psychiatrist of utterances purported made by the accused about
the events that led to the charges). The accused argued that the re-
cords were subject to litigation privilege and stressed that the defence
needed a “protected zone of privacy offered by litigation privilege” to
explore potential defences. The Court was not satisfied that the orig-
inal medical records were subject to litigation privilege. The dominant
purpose test was not satisfied. The Court considered the authorities
regarding whether a copy of a non-privileged document could itself be
privileged. Here, the Court was not satisfied that the medical record
copies provided to the Crown were properly shielded by litigation
privilege. To find otherwise, the Court concluded, “would erode what
it means for documents to have been created for the dominant
purpose of litigation”: R. v. Griffin, 2023 NLSC 36, 2023 CarswellNfld
57 (N.L. S.C.)
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